
Tanks of the USSR 1917-1945: Fact File
Revealed!
The Soviet Union played a pivotal role in the development and deployment of
tanks during the years 1917-1945. From the early experimentation with armored
vehicles to the of powerful tanks that influenced the outcome of World War II, the
history of Soviet tank warfare is both intriguing and significant. In this fact file, we
will uncover the key tanks that shaped the USSR's military capabilities during this
critical period.

T-26 - The Precursor

The T-26, introduced in 1931, served as the backbone of the Red Army's tank
units during the 1930s. With its trench-crossing capability and reliability, it
showcased the USSR's early mastery of tank production on a mass-scale. The T-
26 played a crucial role in the Spanish Civil War, where it demonstrated its
effectiveness against enemy forces.

KV-1 - The Heavyweight

The KV-1, designed by Joseph Kotin in 1939, was the Soviet answer to the
German heavy tanks. Its excellent armor protection and powerful gun made it one
of the most formidable opponents on the battlefield. The of the KV-1 instilled fear
into the German army, which struggled to counter its capabilities effectively.
Although later German tank developments surpassed the KV-1, it remained a vital
asset for the Soviets.
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T-34 - The Game Changer

The T-34, considered one of the best tanks of World War II, revolutionized
armored warfare. With its sloped armor design, it provided enhanced protection
and allowed for better deflection of enemy shells. The T-34 also featured a
powerful 76mm gun and excellent mobility. Its in 1940 caught the Germans by
surprise and played a significant role in shifting the tide of war in favor of the
Soviet Union during the Battle of Kursk.

IS-2 - The Heavy Assault Tank

The IS-2, developed in late 1943, was a heavy assault tank that had a dominant
presence on the Eastern Front. Armed with a 122mm gun, it could penetrate the
frontal armor of almost any German tank. Its thick sloped armor provided superior
protection, making it difficult for the Germans to disable. The IS-2's firepower and
durability made it a feared opponent on the battlefield.

The tanks produced by the USSR between 1917-1945 played a significant role in
shaping the outcome of World War II. From the early T-26 that laid the foundation
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for mass tank production to the powerful T-34 that revolutionized armored
warfare, these Soviet tanks showcased the nation's resourcefulness and
technological prowess. Despite the challenges faced during this period, the
USSR succeeded in creating a formidable armored force that ultimately
contributed to their victory in World War II.
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The Soviet Union had already begun building an armored industry as early as the
1920s. Although initially limited to reconstructing and developing Western
European armored vehicles, an independent line of powerful and easy-to-produce
models had been established by 1939. Even after the Second World War, the
USSR expanded its armament force considerably, even planning to cross
western Europe in a massive armoured wave in the event of any conflict with
NATO. In this book, Alexander Ldeke looks at all the important Soviet tanks that
were built from 1917 up until the end of the Second World War
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